10 ideas
how to produce more efficiently
and regain control
over your manufacture
in 2020.
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Check how to change your production in
2020.
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Answer the questions below - circle the answer, if it is a “YES”:
 The revenue grows, but the profitability decreases, you have an impression
that even though many people work overtime, things don’t move forward as
fast as they should.
 You got a large order, which should be profitable (at least in the theory) - but
once you finished work, the balance on your bank account sayed the same.
 Your employees waste time on work cards/ oder cards, but the information
on efficiency does not translate into important decisions.
 There happened losses/ complaints/ production mistakes, which were
avoidable if there was better communication and organization.
 There were again mistakes concerning the product / operation itself - even
though this problem has been already solved.
 The knowledge and company’s know-how is a domain of senior employees,
training a new staff is a slow and laborious process.
 You feel torn between development of the company, controlling actual
orders and managing the production.
 Once you are not physically present / monitoring work the production fails to
be smooth, so you spend all your time at the production hall, neglecting
other important matters.
 There aren’t suitable tools, which will help you to delegate work - that’s why
your workers seem to be lost and they don’t work efficiently.
 You feel stressed and burned out at times, because of the lack of control over
your production and misinformation.
 You are not able to answer quickly and precisely what is the current situation
of the production plan, orders and progress of work.
 You feel the need to order work/ introduce some kind of program, but feel
overwhelmed by time / cost/ lack of flexibility.

YOUR SCORE - A TOTAL NUMBER OF “YES” ANSWERS.
If you answered more than 3 times positively - this guide is for you.
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What happens with
your production in
2020?

Are you ready for changes in
the next few years?
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Global changes which can have an influence on your business:







Unrealistic stock exchange price, which will affect the price of raw
materials, energy and renumeration or global market meltdown;
International corporations will start using an artificial intelligence
algorithms in planning of work and orders;
It might be even more difficult to find the operators at the production
then in 2019, so cost of labour will rocket;
New ISO 9001/16949/13485 might influence the quality requirements and
documentation for small manufacturers;
It is possible, that your next accounting software will be in the cloud and
you’d rather use your smartphone than your computer ;-)
Covid19 epidemic will change drastically situation for many companies
and many business will move online.

All of the above makes worth remembering 3 main changes:
1. Higher cost of labour, lack of qualified operators and difficulty in sourcing
well trained staff,
2. Increased fragmentation of orders, competition from large firms and the
greater need of flexibility,
3. An increase in fixed costs of running a business and the requirement of
better documentation.
The higher price of raw materials is an annual “dark horse”, as well as an
increase in salary levels and the clients who want the job done faster, cheaper
and more efficiently. You will have to you 110% of your company resources.

Check out our “10 ideas how to...” guide, which will not only help you to
prepare for upcoming changes, but also implement them before your
competitors do it.
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GET A CONTROL OVER
YOUR COMPANY KNOWHOW
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1.

1. Collect CORRECT ONLY information about your
products and share it at the production hall.

Imagine how much would you save on material, salaries and machine time
last year, if various mistakes, or sometimes even the same mistake, didn’t
repeat?

The product knowledge is absolutely priceless, and not having your company
know-how organized in one place can cost your business hundreds of dollars.
And it doesn't matter if you produce a unique product or your production is
repetitive.
Each time the information about the product is not passed, the drawing is
outdated or the parameter faulty, it is a waste of time or potential complaint for
bad quality or make.

Tricks, tips, nuances and the whole “secret know-how” these are the things
you should collect regarding your product and technology. Sometimes
the knowledge is closely connected with a person, and if they are gone, so is
the company’s know-how.
But be careful - don’t crowd the system with tones of unimportant manuals and
universal guides. Write there only details specific for a particular product.
Thanks to that you are sure, that your employee will see only the most
important information and will not miss it.

What else can you collect?
Parameters and machine settings, specific requirements from your clients,
quality nuances and photographs, expected efficiency or other comments - it is
important that time invested in adding information will pay off.
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How to do it?

IN THE WAY THAT YOUR EMPLOYEES HAVE AN EASY ACCESS TO IT!
Oldschool: A binder/ a folder + products cards (shared with the production)
Classical binder or folder with plastic pockets, where you collect documentation,
photographs, etc. It is important to add to each product a simple technological
card, where you collect data in a systematic way.

More modern approach: Spreadsheet database +
printed technological cards

This is a more comfortable solution, as the
information on products is kept in electronic
database such as Excel or google spreadsheets,
where each line indicates a different product and
following columns contain parameters.
1- the example of technological card in MS Excel

Modern: Simple production system displayed at the production hall
You have your products database, where in real time you can add photos,
technical documentation and define
customized product parameters. It is
possible to create a production
technology - set machines, efficiency,
etc. and all information follows the order
straight to an employee at the
production hall.

Ps.
Even the perfect description of products
mean nothing if you keep them in your

2 - the example of product card in Prodio
8
software, the same photo and parameter sees
production.

office - they have to be easily accessible at the production hall.
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2.

Take a photo of the product with your phone and
attach documentation

Instead of preparing lengthy product description you can use photos - it is easier
than you think! You don’t need a professional camera - your smartphone will be
perfect for taking photos at the production hall.

Why photographs?
1. It is much easier and faster to pass information: imagine the time you
save, when instead of describing in words ex. how to mount a form on the
machine, the type of quality defects or the way of painting, you simply
add a photo.
2. The risk of making a mistake is lower: the production has to prepare the
product in a particular color. The risk of making a mistake will be higher if
an employee will read a description only. Looking at the clear photo with
said color will minimise that risk.
3. Better quality control: here you can show a photo of correct make a swell
as incorrect or defective product with highlighted places of possible
mistakes, close ups or arrows.
Real life examples:


while making elastomer good clients very often attach photos of the way
the mixture is laid in the mold (because of its key importance) or give
examples of burnouts.



in printing / advertising there is a wide range of using photos, from a
preview of a print on the leaflet to the way advertising stand is put
together.



in baking industry - the detailed look of occasional cakes / decorations



in metal industry, showing the defects, which can appear on the product
ex. the edge should be smooth not rough.

As you can see thank to this approach eben a freshman operator can work
independently, and you will be sure that the job is done correctly.
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Why should I attach documentation and other files?

1. To minimize the risk of mistake and not to use outdated information: if
you can easily add to your product updated technical drawing you are
sure that your employee will see the right version.
2. To optimize communication - if a technologer / graphic designer prepared
the file ready to work on the machine, an employee can download it from
the production hall or even machine level.
3. The time needed to start work is shorter and products database is
constantly built.
It is important that apart from PDF files or photos you can also attach other files
ex. software to operate numeric machine or ready to print files.

3 - an example of the product with added technical drawing, photos (general and detailed). Photos and
a technical drawing are displayed for an employee at the production hall once they start to work on
that element.

Ps.
If you have a production planning software accessible via Internet, you don’t
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even have to come to your computer to add photos - you can upload the directly
from your smartphone.
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USE TECHNOLOGY
TO REGAIN
CONTROL AND
HAVE MORE TIME
FOR YOURSELF
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3.Plan and manage your production online
(for a few dollars!)
No more burning the midnight oil to watch the second shift working, instead of
spending time with your family or friends. Finally you will be able to have a
holiday, without cutting them short, no more dilemmas whether your
production can manage without you!
It’s 2020 and displaying a production plan at the production hall is very easy,
fast and costs almost nothing. It is enough to try one of the 3 tools described
below.
Trello.com – simple and free canban board
shared with production hall. The software is
free, however there are some disadvantages
such as the lack of work improvements or
the missing analysis of ready pieces made
(only progress).

Google Docs Spreadsheet (in any form) plus
addtionally google surveys (described in a
different

section).

Great

configuration

possibilities, free, but you still need some
time

to

configure

it.

Getprodio.com – the easiest and the most
user friendly tool on the market dedicated
for small manufacturers. Production plan,
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registration of work, information about products - the only disadvantage is the
lack of free version, apart from the trial period (the proce is just around 2 $ per
day per company).
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Why is it so important to have an online access:
Experience shows that communication between shop floor and management
floor can generate the biggest mistakes and losses in a small manufacture.
Outdated technical drawing, not hearing things correctly
over the phone, insufficient communication between
shifts, mistakes, chaos, changes in the production plan –
this is the perfect environment for complaints.
The lack of an online working plan and monitoring of
progres means:
 The greater risk of using the wrong parameters /
incorrect products
 Incorrect

order

of

operations,

unnecessary

changeover times;
 Bottlenecks, when employees don’t know what to
do;
 Long hours spend on managing production hall instead of developing your
company;
 Communication

breaks

between

The view of last operations in Prodio

different shifts

If you don’t have a computer at the
production hall you wste a lot of money.
The arguments I CAN’T AFOORD IT / I DON’T
HAVE TIME / PEOPLE WON’T HANDLE IT are
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no longer valid, considering the technological changes.
All you need is an onlibe production plan and:
 One of the 3 software solutions mentioned above
 Second-hand laptop or cheap tablet
 Internet access (Wi-Fi from the office/3G)

1. Get control over orders and give them statuses
A simple test: when I visit your manufacture and ask how many orders are
opened at the moment, what’s the progress, and when is your first order due,
and you won’t be able to answer these questions quickly – it means you failed.
All you need is – A SIMPLE LIST OF ORDERS WITH UPDATED INFORMATION,
which you can make:
 In your accounting software, it is possible, that there is a funcionality
which enables to check orders for different Clients (and later transform
them into invoices)
 Microsoft Excel / Google Spreadsheets: when you create tables with
orders and by using
automatic

statuses

and function which
counts down the days
(check the box „due
today”.
 Simple production planning software – such as Prodio, where the days
left

till

deadline

count automaticaly,
starting from the day
when the order was
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accepted, and statuses such as planned, in production, completed are
assigned automatically as the prder goes through production process.
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Additional fields worth having on the list of orders, on top of the popular ones,
to have even better control:
 Updated order status (ex. in production, completed)
 Count down, how many days are left to the end of the project (preferably
with color indicators)
 Precisely described product with its parameters
 Due dates and deadlines – when does the Client expect to have ready
products / which date was confirmed
 Numer of pieces made (the best is to see a % of a total number ordered)
 Comments – this is the place for additional information and special
requirements from Clients
What’s important is to have automated as many elements as possible – ex. If
something is being produced it should be automaticaly displayed as „in
production”. If you use one of the software mentioned in our advice section,
you will get a desired result and more organized production.

INTRODUCE A CLEAR PROCEDURE OF ENTERING A NEW ORDER.
Apart from passing on data abot each new order, this is the second most popular
stage of production process, where mistakes appear, especially in small
manufactures. That’s why it is important to make sure that there is a clear path
of accepting new orders:


Something which in ISO 9001 is called „Review of customer’s demands”,
and practically speaking means checking if all details were discussed prior
to accepting an order, ex. payment date and method, type of material,
technical drawing, form of delivery.

 Are we ready to keep the deadline our Client has in mind?
19

This type of review should result in decision and we should be ablel to point a
person who said „YES WE CAN” and tookthe responsibility for the project. The
order should change its satus from new to confirmed.
TIP: In some manufacturesworks very well a kind of a CHECKLIST with all details
to check before accepting an order.
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2. Follow working history and increase efficiency from your
smartphone
Efficiency on the paper – it can’t work well!
You wish to increase productivity and set higher
norms, so you decide to introduce work cards
for employees to fill their working time at the
production hall. The month passes with ….no
result.
If you have 1000 orders it is unrealistic to expect
you to analyse page after page and calculate
everything after your shift ends.
Delegating this job to the office floor does not
make sense either. You won’t work effectivey if
yu are tired, waiting for the weekend and if front of there will be a long Excel
table to fill.
There is one more aspect: if you have 10 or more employees will you be able to
remember what happened in detail at the production hall some weeks ago? If
not, how can you work out who exceeded the norms in your analyses?
Electronic registration of work in 2020 is a must, without it majority of advice
on how to improve worka the production hall, won;t make any sense, due to
the lack of basic data.
Imagine how would your work change, when even being at home, having your
morning cup of coffee you will be able to open the software and check in 2
minutes, what’s happening in your manufacture – what, by whom and how
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efficiently was produced, who checked in at what time and what is being
produced at that very moment.
Most importantly, all of the above you can 100% for free – and speaking from
my experience, even a simple registration of work on the computer improves
productivity immensly.
Free

method

of

monitoring

production

online

(Google

Docs)

All you need is a computer and a free account in Google documents. You can
create a work registration form, which you share with your employees. The data
is saved to an online spreadsheet, where you can perform analyses.

On the left example of google form ahared with employees at theproduction hall, on the right answers
which register automaticaly in your online spreadsheet, ready to process further.

Complex

method

starting

from

2

$

a

day

(getprodio.com)

In Prodio workers at the production hall have an access to a production plan,
where they register check ins and check outs , the start /end of an operation,
write the numer of pieces made, deficiencies, comments.
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On the left side registration of work screen for an emlpoyee in Prodio, on the right example of working history,
you can access online in Prodio (check in and check out times).

3. Electronic registration of check ins and check outs at work: monitor
the % of time wasted
Are you paying for sleeping shifts?
Not even 4 weeks passed after we addedregistretion of check ins / check outs
module to our software (to monitor attendace and compary it with time written
on orders), when Clients started to call us: there must be a mistake in the fuction
– it showed the least 55%!
We checked things thoroughly – everything worked like a dream. So did check
our client. Hanging around athe the production hall and pretending to be busy,
searching for hours for the right tools, quck nap behind the machine at night
shift– they were the consequences of the „investigation”.
Although the story of a sleeping worker is a bit extreme example, but it often
turnes out that the busiest workers at the production hall in fact work the least,
wasting time on „so important things”.
How much does it cost you 15 minutes?
Probably not a lot, but dividing it by 5$ / h it is about 1.25$, but multiplying by
10 people and 21 working days in a month it gives quite a substantial amount.
And this is just a preview of savings you can make, when you register check ins
and check outs.
How to do it? Look at the previous page: use Google docs / Office 365 form or
basic funcionality in Prodio system.
Monthly summart of time spent at work and on machines
for a worker in Prodio.
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4. Look for savings, where no-one looks.

That’s the end of the cult of efficiency of operations – because this is where
everybody looks, when considering a breakthrough. It has its limitations, so
better examine closely:
1. Preparation time / machine setting time
It could be machine changeover time, time neede for cleaning after the prevous
operation or the time needed for setting all parameters. In many companies
workers realized, that their job is monitored from the point of efficiency – that’s
why they don’t rush here and take their time while preparing machines.
How to monitor: if you insist on having work cards – let the employee write
down the setting times, in Prodio / gogle forms you can create a setting
operation / add tag.
2. The amount of defficiencies (including material leftovers)
Here is definately a negative superstition of rewarding employees by their
efficiency only. There was a situation that the best results = damaged equipment
and faulty products worth thousands of dollars.
How to monitor: idependendly of system used, there should be an oblilgation to
register all deficiencies. The key is not only to know the numer, but also the
reason. Having such data in electronic
system you are able to compare
employees

from

deficiencies

perspective, you will see the faultie
per order and where the problems
Additional boxes while registeringi –a worker can
give the number of leftovers + choose the reason.

appear most commonly.
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3.Working time for graphic designers / constructors
All right, the product is produced in 6 hours, but it is not the total time, as a
constructor spent 2 days on documentation, as well as discusses with a Client
the intricacies of the project. The question is wheter you calculated this time
into a total production time, or paying for it from your own pocket.
How to monitor: use software (ex. Google Docs): let the technologer / graphic
designer also register their work. In Prodio some clients create machines named
ex. graphic department, where they delegate work, andthe office registers their
progress (it is calculated to the total time needed to complete the order).
4. Other action connected with a product
Depending on the industry, these are all things, which aren’t main processing,
but you have to pay for them. There is a need to clean production hall,
additional service, rearranging of space – there must be something in your
manufacture.
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Deficiencies
Setting up
Savings
Office time
Other operations
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Check out some good practices in bigger
companies
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5. Introduce clear rules on quality control
The easiest method of checking if you have a clear rules on quaity control is
possibility 0/1 of establishing who made a mistake: an employee or quality rules,
each time the job botched was spotted.
In many small manufacturing companies the lack of clear quality regulations is a
norm, so when the complain appear, it is always an employee who is gulity –
„because if the owner was in his shoes he would have done it better”.
You might be shocked, but it is important to say that the role of an employee
isn’t guesising how to do things the best for the company, know everything, and
perfectly balance efficiency with care to detail…
Dlaczego warto stworzyć i rozbudować jasne wytyczne kontroli:
1. OPTIMIZE THE COST - this is you not a
coincidence, who decides which % of
time is optimal for monitoring and ... of
course there are less complaints.
2. AUTOMATION – with each job botched
(and they always will happen) there is
somethong yoou can fix, to avoid it
happening again;
3. TIME SAVING – you can introduce new
employees much faster;
4. BETTER RELATIONSHIP WITH THE STAFF
– everybody knows what to do and how
good they work (it i salso a proof in labour court if you want to punish an
employee).
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Imagine how would you work, whether many daily used devises such as laptop,
or car were made if thousands of people involved in production proces, were
only guessing if they did their job correctly 😉.
How to create good quality control guidelines:
Speaking from 10 years of experience in consulting and observation of
companies from automotive industry, there isn’t a better option than creating
and placing near workstations quality guidelines in a form of a table. Columns
which may appear there can include information about:
 Who: so who is performing monitoring, because ex. an operation can be
controlled twice: by an operator and at random by a foreman
 What: wheter a parameter is checked ex. color, weight, lack of sharp
edges, etc.
 How and What with: the checked color ex. by using sampler, by naled
eye, in the laboratory, against the light?
 How often? Each piece, 1 out of 100 or maybe first 5 and than every 10?
 How it should look? The difference of 1 shade, no smudges, 98%
accurate?
 Remarks? Here you can write different tips based on your experience ex.
that color has to be checked after 2 minutes from leaving te machine

In my opinion using photographs with examples OK / NOK

to ovisualize
29

potential defects of theproduct is 100% necessary and it has the greatest
influence on effectiveness of quality control.
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6. Feel, that organization pays off
1. Designated areas and marking at the productoin hall and at the
warehouse
The principle is very easy: designate the area near the machines and in your
manufacture to:
 Use the space optimally and faciliate the transport of materials;
 Quickly recognize 4 types of products: in production, to be checked (if it is
the last stage), Checked OK, Incompatible NOK

 Prevent mixing your products
from different categories (particulary OK and NOK)

When you think about designated areas you probably have in mind painted lines
on the floor, but the choise is much wider: markings on the walls, colorful
containers, tags on pallets - it should be convenient and practical for you. There
are few more TIPs below:
 Instead of directly painting lines on the floor it is better to test them with
special floor tapes, where it will be easy to adjust the right setting;
 Regarding colors: in production; items checked; incompatible
 The best way is to have double ares by machiines (for processing and after
processing),
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 Very clearly separated checked preoducts from other categories
 It is recommended to use some simple numeric system for the productin
hall and machines

Similarly you can use the area policy / other markings inside the warehouse
(both for dispatching and collecting of materials). Exemplary areas to design
inside the warehouse (depending on the industry):
 stock: keeping ready made goods / raw materials, checked by a stock boy,
and indicated as „in stock” in a computer system
 unloading – unloaded from the truck, waiting to be checked and placed
 incompatible – incorrect deliveries to be returned / awating explanation
 to be dispatched – items prepared by the stock boy and ready to be send
 packaging / preparation: the area to complete the ordersi.
2. Mark items / batches with one number,
If I approached a pile of products being produced at your production hall, would
it be possible without guessing to verify which products are they, for whom they
are being made and what is the stage of that order?
In proctice it a piece of paper with pened numer of the order
and alternatively the numer of pieces is sufficient. Then it is
possible to check on the computer / board with a production
plan, who is working on them and how many are there ready
made.
Regarding the numer, it is best to use your own intenal
numer, than the one provided by the Client. It is best to use
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numbers like the ones used by Prodio, so the following order number / a year.
A common practice is putting the order number on the packaging / final product.
Thanks to this approach, it is easier to respond to potential complaints, because
you can find the order in the system and see the working history with 100%
effectiveness.

7. Just START, and you’ll seeit is not that bad.
While reading provious advice you thought: „WHEN AM I GOING TO DO ALL OF
THAT? IT WILL TAKE AGES! WE HAVE TO PRODUCE, NOT PLAY MANAGERS”.
Please note, that there are 3 typical mistakes regarding development of your
production:
 Don’t do it at all – if yuo are scred but the amout of work to optimize your
production, you put things off for the time when there will be less
orders…but this will never happen and the chaos will prevail or you will be
only searching for new orders and new customers.
 It’s a one off revolution in the company (it is usually conected with an
audit for a client / ISO 9001 / there was a big fuck up). New documents
and new tools are created in a rush, but later everything goeas to a folder,
because nobody believes in it.
 You analyse too much: it is easy to see based on a software example,
when you do many different tests searching for a perfect solution, but
picking faults in each system, until you opt for customized solution, which
is too expensive...
HOW TO DO IT IN 2020 TO BE SUCCESSFUL?
Superb know-how regarding products built in real time!
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What you really need is a REAL TIME DATA and you have the whole 2020 for it.
That’s why it is so important to do everything in real time.
With each product / type of product:
 Open a card / create a new product in your software – but write only
absolutely necessary data for the worker to see.
 While producing something go down to the production hall, take a photo
and write exact parameters – do it on your mobile phone best.
 Observe / talk to your employees – let them share some details with you,
which are worth adding for the future use.
 After finishing production verify productivity based on the real production
data and than enter them to your system.
...after 3 months you wil have so much data, that it will pay for the effects
efekty 😊

Instead of looking for an expensive ERP-s start with something simple!
The discusion is it worth to spend huge amouts on ERP system is a longer one,
because many companies after introducing such systems see more
disatvantages than positives – so be wiser.
Instead of analysing and debating introduce Google Docs / Prodio in your firm
today, test it and you know what... ...even if after 6 months you decide,that it i
stoo simple for you, you will know exactly what data is needed in ERP system.
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Wishing you all a productive production!

Marek Mrowiec
CEO getprodio.com
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START TODAY
Plan and monitor production online from 2 $
per day!

CLICK HERE TO TRY
FREE 14 DAY TRIAL
NO COMMITMENTS
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You can plan and monitor work from any place in the world.

You can collect the real-time
data easily

You have completed working history
and increase productivity of your
company online.
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